FLUROPON ® EXTREME
COIL COATING SYSTEM

BEFORE IT GOES
ON A BUILDING,
IT GOES THROUGH
A LOT

DEVELOPED TO FACE EVERYDAY FRICTION
To deliver this kind of extreme protection, we
used a development process like the one that
led to WeatherXL™. We leveraged the science of
tribology—the study of how surfaces interact in
relative motion—to address the particular stress
most likely to damage a panel between the
fabricator and the finished building: abrasion.

Fluropon® Extreme—Designed to hold its smooth
finish from start to finish.

PANELS FACE THREATS BEFORE THEY FACE
WIND AND RAIN
So in addition to the many benefits of 70% PVDF,
Fluropon Extreme offers enhanced resistance to
the kinds of abrasions that can occur before it’s
installed—the inevitable wear and tear that occurs
at the plant, on the dock, on the road, job site and
during installation. And it features a distinctive
smooth surface.

EXTREME LOW-GLOSS FINISH
Enhanced damage resistance, same great colors,
in a low-gloss (8-15) smooth finish that minimizes
imperfections like substrate defects, oil-canning
and edge wave.
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Accessibility Statement

FLUROPON ® EXTREME
COIL COATING SYSTEM

A TEST WHICH REFLECTS REAL USE

FLUROPON EXTREME

Working with scientists at the University of
Florida, our research team recreated the repetitive,
sliding, surface-on-surface friction that panels are
subjected to as they are fabricated, shipped
and installed.

No other coating offers both resistance to abrasion
and a smooth finish. Those qualities might be just
what your next project demands.

RESULTS WERE EXTREME

AT YOUR SERVICE

Across the board, Fluropon® Extreme tested above
and beyond current standards in withstanding
extreme wear conditions. It also came out ahead in
competitive comparisons. Expect proven damage
resistance from the brand you know and trust.

We’re here to help, and we’d like to work with you
on your next project. If you have questions, contact:
(888) 306-2645 or coilhelp@sherwin.com

THE PROVEN BENEFITS OF FLUROPON
Fluropon Extreme delivers the advantages of
70% PVDF coatings:
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• Outstanding color and gloss retention
• Extreme weathering performance
• Resistance to dirt, stains, chalk and fade

